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Mapping Housing

After identifying places where African American students historically lived on campus, Bentley researchers worked with a U-M Library team to integrate the information with a 1930 Sanborn Insurance map of Ann Arbor.

Learn more 


                

                                                
                    News
Ten Burning Buses

One researcher is using Bentley collections to spotlight anti-civil rights terrorism – including a 1971 bus bombing in Pontiac, Michigan – and racially motivated crimes that too often went unsolved.

Complete Story 
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        On this day, over 180 years ago, U-M found a new home in Ann Arbor! 🎉

The Michigan Legislature approved the University of Michigan’s move from Detroit to Ann Arbor on March 18, 1837, opening a new chapter in U-M history. 

The Diag became the heart of U-M’s early Ann Arbor campus, where its very first buildings were built! 🏛️

You can see that area in this painting from 1855, one of the earliest images of U-M’s Ann Arbor campus.

Jasper Francis Cropsey, the artist behind this painting, not only included U-M’s earliest buildings in Ann Arbor, but also the beautiful green spaces that surrounded them (and the cows that grazed the nearby lawns!) 🌳🐮

Happy birthday to U-M’s Ann Arbor campus! 🥳 

Click through to see the full painting of campus by Jasper Francis Cropsey! 

🎨: 1855 painting of U-M’s Ann Arbor campus, from the Jasper Francis Cropsey Visual Materials collection

For more details about this Cropsey painting, see the U-M Heritage Project article, "Picture Perfect." 

#OTD #AnnArbor #UMich #GoBlue #MichiganHistory #JasperFrancisCropsey
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        “Beware the Ides of March!” 

Flashback to 1896, when this “Julius Caesar” troupe was formed by a group of students on U-M’s Ann Arbor campus! 🎭

Their goal was to produce the most authentic version of Shakespeare’s “Julius Caesar” they possibly could, with the help of oratory Professor Thomas Trueblood, who was known for his dramatic readings. 

Overall the performance was described as “effective,” and any errors on the part of these student actors “were received by the audience as part of the pleasantries of the occasion, and enjoyed equally with the merits,” according to the 1896 Michigan Daily. 📰

The "Roman rabble" was cheerfully portrayed by a large group of “fraternity men,” who were happy to be asked to storm onto the stage as part of the play. 

The performance was apparently good enough that they went on to perform in both Detroit and Toledo, according to the Daily! 🎉

Have you ever been part of a play at U-M? 

📸: Student actors dressed for a performance of “Julius Caesar,” late 1890s, U-M Photograph Vertical Files

#1890s #IdesOfMarch #JuliusCaesar #UMich #AnnArbor #StudentLife
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        Want to try a treat that U-M football star Tom Harmon might have eaten? 

You could always eat a slice of ice cream pie! 🥧

While looking for recipes for Pi Day, we were delightfully surprised to find an ice cream pie recipe with connections to U-M’s football history! 🏈

The author was none other than Elyse Knox, a famous actress and fashion designer who was also, incidentally, the wife of Tom Harmon.

Elyse sent in her strawberry ice cream pie recipe to be part of the 1948 U-M “Alumnae Cooks` Tour” cookbook, and it featured vanilla ice cream, whole strawberries, and was topped with a cloud of meringue! 🍓

If you make Elyse Knox’s recipe, you might want to ask some friends to help you eat it, because, of course, ice cream pie needs to be served immediately.

(Oh no, an excuse for an ice cream pie party. However will we cope? 😉)

The U-M “Alumnae Cooks` Tour” cookbook can be found in the Bentley Historical Library, and a digitized copy is available on the Hathitrust Digital Library! 📖

Have you ever tried ice cream pie? 🍨 Let us know what you think! 

📖: 1948 “Alumnae Cooks` Tour” cookbook. Click through to see the recipe for Strawberry Ice Cream Pie by Elyse Knox!

#PiDay #ElyseKnox #TomHarmon #IceCreamPie #BakingHistory #UMich #Alumnae #HistoricRecipes
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        The story of civil rights hero Sarah E. Ray will live on in a new collection at the Bentley! ⭐

In 1945, Sarah wanted to celebrate her graduation by taking a Detroit ferry to Bob-Lo Island. 🚢

When she was denied a seat on the ferry, just because she was Black, she pursued justice all the way to the Supreme Court–and won!

She became a hero for civil rights, known as “Detroit’s Other Rosa Parks.” 

Now, her story is being spread by historians, researchers, and her family, and her work will live on in a new collection coming to the Bentley’s archives! 🎉

This Giving Blueday, help us celebrate and share important collections like Sarah’s, by supporting the Bentley Outreach Fund, so that everyone can see them!

Thank you for helping us make Michigan history! 😊

#GoBlue #GivingBlueday #Umich #CivilRights #Detroit #MichiganHistory
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